Mission
With a team from Asia, DETIK aims to be a leading Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
brand name in the NFT space, driving innovation and increasing adoption for NFTs.
DETIK will build its brand through real-world partnerships and utilities that
will beneﬁt the community.

Background
DETIK was founded by 6 Malaysian as a means to promote Nusantara
Culture & Heritage in the new form of art. From Day 1, we have been adopting an
"Art and Community First" approach in handling the project, from the attention
to detail put into interactive value in the NFT assets,DAO and token utility,organised
and smoothly run discord server.
As a result, we have grown into a 300 hodler strong community in just a little
over 3 weeks. Naturally, we want to set our sights on the next phase of the project,
where we shed light on how we are going to introduce utility into our ecosystem,
as well as the various long-term beneﬁts for our DETIK NFT and $DTK
token holders.
Our team will continue to deliver what we promise to the best of our abilities and
be as transparent as we can, and this White Paper is one of the initiatives in doing
so.We hope to bring value to all our NFT holders while further building & strengthening
the Newsantara community, bringing this project to greater heights ( i.e. The Moon ).

Artwork
The ﬁrst 8 of the character are the NFT that evolve through time(Detik).
The Detik Rangers consist of 8 character that represent empire that rule the Newsantara.
They’re made for embracing Nusantara paradox histro craft in each character and can
be used as proﬁle pictures and physical passport into metaverse.
We wanted Newsantara stand out in interactive way. This proved to be beneﬁcial
during our early stages. The NFT will both available in digital and physical way and
soon can interact with AR/VR and Metaverse.
Will expand the Newsantara universe with additional features and updates, allowing it to
continually grow in ways that the community values most.

What is the story of DETIK RANGERS?
What does DETIK mean?
Sundaland was once a peaceful and prosperous land that ruled under an emperor
who gave love eternal life. This was bliss for many people,but suddenly, when the
emperor died without a heir,everything collapsed. NAFS colonized the land.
Now, assemble means to comeback as a new form called Newsantara. The Detik
Rangers are their greatest enemies : themselves.
-Nusatara
-Srivijaya
-Angkor
-Majapahit
-Gangga Negara
-Funan
-Champa

Launch Information
Minting for DETIK RANGERS will be available on our website here.
We will be releasing more step by step instructions on how to mint (beginner friendly)
• Presale for OG: 15th November
• Public sale: 20th November

NFT
Our NFTs are built on top of the ERC-1155 protocol on Ethereum.
The development team has made substantial considerations to ensure
that the smart contract, website and launch page will not be susceptible
to any form of malicious attacks.

$DTK
Tokenomics and Utility
$DTK is the BSC-20 social token within the DETIK ecosystem and holders
will be able to enjoy a host of beneﬁts with more added utilities to come as we develop.
The utilities of $DTK includes:
• Earning $DTK through staking of your $DTK
• Earning DNFT through $DTK
• Exclusive access to holders presale for our second season collection
(detailed requirements will be released in the future)
• Buying merchandise with $DTK
• Participating in giveaway rafﬂes
• More to come…
DAO
• 50% will be funded to DNFT project with local artist and our partnership.
• Will collectively be able to vote on the future of the project and its developments
• Will aim to fund and mentor untapped talent to onboard into the Web3 ecosystem,
making the DETIK DAO a gateway for future Rangers to hold their throne.
• Will expand the DETIK universe with additional features and updates, allowing it to
continually grow in ways that the community values most
The full tokenomics of $DTK will be released in Whitepaper V2 before staking begins.

Partnership
During our early stages, we found out that many of our community members were in
fact managing their own businesses. We reached out and gather positive responses
for potential partnerships.
This means that Detik holders can look forward to exclusive deals in our
partner stores, making DETIK NFT like a membership card. Speciﬁc details will be
released in the coming weeks after launch.
If you happen to be a business owner (retail/online) and would like to be a part of this
amazing journey with us, do reach out to us through discord or drop us an email at
detiktoken@gmail.com! We would be more than happy to exchange
opportunities with each other!

Roadmap
Launch Roadmap
Appreciation
25% - 8 Detik Rangers will be evolve into 3D NFT with AR unlockable content interact
with physical card. The earliest holder OG will be airdrop as appreciation from us for
supporting DETIK since day 1.
Outreach
50% - We will plan and collate orders for exclusive merchandise that contain DETIK
brand starting with Tshirt. Additionally, we will be looking for potential vendors that can
produce 3D Print such as brand-engraved miniature cyber weapon. These will all only
be available to Detik NFT holders.
Community
75% - Time to expand the Newsantara universe! We collectively gather artist/musician/writer
from same practical approach toward creation of Nusantara universe. We will buy lot from
Decentraland for community event, exhibition, and activities.
Stability
100% - 50% will be funded to DNFT project ,improvement of marketplace and development
of DNFT app.

Development Roadmap
We have always prided ourselves as a project with a strong community and will take relevant
steps in distinguishing ourselves from other competitors in the space.
Decentralised Finance (DeFi)
We are dedicated to integrating DeFi solutions into our ecosystem and our community can
beneﬁt from it by earning passive income through our staking and reward mechanisms.
Concepts such as wrapped and fractionalised NFTs may also be explored in the future.
Membership Model
Detik will look to build out our network of partnerships with existing traditional
businesses across a plethora of industries such as Telco, Electronics,Media and many
more to give beneﬁts such as discounts to our NFT holders. We have already contacted
multiple small businesses owned by the community as a start and will be looking to build
on that as we grow.
Merchandise
Having well-designed and recognisable merchandise is the cornerstone of every successful
brand and we are already working with designers and suppliers to create the merchandise.
Metaverse
The team is still actively assessing how different projects in the market are navigating the
metaverse and gaming NFT sector before setting a concrete direction. We wish to remain
agile so that there will be less friction pivoting between trends.

